Adrenal masses in the newborn.
The incidence of neonatal adrenal tumors is increasing due to the expanded use and accuracy of prenatal ultrasonography in routine obstetric care. Although adrenal and juxtarenal masses may represent benign lesions (adrenal hemorrhage, subdiapragmatic extralobar pulmonary sequestration), the majority of masses either are premalignant or malignant. Previous algorithms for the diagnosis and management of these lesions have been guided primarily by the high incidence of neuroblastomas within this group. Improved insight into the relatively benign behavior of many neonatal neuroblastomas has stimulated debate regarding the appropriate management schema for neonatal adrenal masses. Moreover, the increasing recognition of benign juxtarenal lesions further challenges the conventional dogma. This review discusses the major categories of adrenal masses to help generate a rational algorithm for diagnosis and therapy.